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ABSTRACT 
Let C and K be closed cones in R”. Denote by +(K n C) the face of C generated 
by K n C, by $J( K n D)” the dual face of +(K n C) in C*, and by $( - K* n C*) the 
face of C* generated by - K* n C*. It is proved that $(K n C)” = +( - K* n C*) if 
and only if - C* n [span( K n C)] 1 E C* + K*. In particular, the closedness of C* + 
K * is a sufficient condition. Our result contains a generalization of the Gordon-Stiemke 
theorem which appeared in a recent paper of Saunders and Schneider. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The theory of linear inequalities is traditionally stated in terms of the usual 
partial order on R”, that is, x > 0 if and only if xi > 0 for all i. However, 
there is a growing theory of general finite dimensional partially ordered 
spaces. In particular, various theorems of the alternative have been estab- 
lished in this context [5, Chapter 8, Section 21. The Gordan-Stiemke theorem 
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is one such result. For a discussion of the history and types of proofs of this 
theorem see the introduction in [6] (cf. also [4, p. 441). We extend this result 
to the setting of partially ordered spaces. A similar extension of Gordan’s 
theorem has appeared in [7]. However, their result is essentially Problem 35 in 
Chapter 8, Section 2 of [5]. 
A (convex) cone C in R” is a nonempty subset such that X, y E C and 
(Y, j3 >, 0 imply (YX + j3y E C. The cone C is closed if it is topologically closed 
in the usual topology of R”. It is pointed if C n ( - C) = 0. If int C # 0, then 
C is called solid or full. A closed pointed full cone is frequently called a proper 
cone. A cone C induces in R” a partial order by x > 0 iff x E C. A face F of C 
is a subcone of C which satisfies the condition 
O<x<y and ~EF imply XEF. 
Then we write F Q C. The concept of a face is usually defined only for closed 
pointed cones, but we adopt the definition for general cones. It is not difficult 
to show that if C is a cone, then C n ( - C), the Zineality space of C, is the 
smallest face of C. If S is a subset of C, we denote by G(S) the face of C 
generated by S. That is, @(S) = n { F: S _C F a C }, and as usual, we can show 
G(S) is the set of all y > 0 such that for some nonnegative linear combination 
x of vectors in S we have y < x. 
The dual cone is usually taken to be a subset of the dual vector space. 
However, we shall identify R” with its dual and define the dual (or polar) 
cone of C to be 
C*= {z:(z,y)>OforallyEC}, 
where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product of R”. Thus the annihilator (or 
orthogonal complement) of a set F is the subspace 
FL = {x:(x,y)=OforallyEF}. 
It is known that a cone C is closed if and only if C = C**. If F a C, where 
C is a closed cone, then the positive annihilator of F is the face FD of C* 
defined by F D = C* n F I. The second dual FDD Q C is defined in the 
natural manner. A face F of C is called exposed iff FDD = F. The duality 
operation is usually defined for proper cones (see [l]), but we extend the 
definition to closed cones. With this definition we have that (C n - C)* = C* 
and CD = C* n ( - C*). Also a face F is exposed iff F = G D for some G Q C* 
(cf. Dl). 
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2. THE GORDAN-STIEMKE THEOREM 
In [6] the theorems of Gordan and Stiemke are expressed in terms of 
complementary faces of the nonnegative orthant, that is the cone in R” which 
consists of all vectors with nonnegative entries. Our Theorem 2.3 is an 
extension of this geometric version to general closed cones, while Gordan’s 
theorem of the alternative follows from Corollary 2.4 by setting C = { 2) : 0 b 0} 
and W = { y : D’y = O}. Gordan’s theorem proves to be useful in optimization 
(cf. [lo]) and has been extended in various ways. In [9] there is an extension 
to vector valued functions from R” to R”, while [B] contains an extension to 
abstract spaces. To obtain our version we begin with a lemma concerning the 
face generated by the intersection of two closed cones. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C and K be closed cones. Zf +( K n C) is the face of C 
generatedbyKnC, then$(KnC)=(K-C)nC. 
Proof. For any vector y E R” we have 
y~$(KfrC) iff yECandx-yECforsomexEKnC 
iff yECand y+uEKnCforsomeuEC 
iff y E C and y + u = o for some u E C and 0 E K 
iff yE(K-C)nC. 
Hence+(KnC)=(K-C)nC. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C and K be closed cones. Denote by +( K n C) the 
face of C generated by K n C, and by +( - K* n C*) the face of C* generated 
by - K*n C*. Then 
(i) $( K n C) c +( - K* n C*)D, where the equality holds if and only if 
Cn[span(-K*nC*)]IcK-C;and 
(ii) rp( - K* n C*) c @(K n C)D, where the equality holds if and only if 
- C* n [span( K n C)] L c C* + K*. 
Proof. (i):LetyEKnCandzE -K*nC*.SinceyEKandxE -K*, 
(y, z) 6 0. On the other hand y E C and z E C* imply that (y, z) > 0, whence 
(y, z) = 0. Thus K n C c $( - K* n C*)D, and therefore +(K n C) c $I( - K* 
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n C*)O. In view of Lemma 2.1 and the fact that +( - K* n C*)D = 
[span( - K* n C*)] ’ n C, the given equivalent condition for the equality to 
hold is obvious. 
(ii) can be obtained easily from (i) by replacing C by C* and K by - K*. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K, C, $(K n C), and $( - K* n C*) have the same 
meanings as in Theorem 2.2. 
(i) Zf C - K is closed, then K n C is an exposed face of C and $(K n C) 
= $( - K* n C*)D. 
(ii) Zf C* + K* is closed, then +( - K* n C*) is an exposed face of C and 
cp( - K* n C*) = +( K n C)D. 
Proof. (ii) obviously follows from (i). By Theorem 2.2, in order to 
establish (i) it suffices to show that C n [span( - K* n C*)] ’ c K - C. This 
follows from C n [span( - K* n C*)] L c [span( - K* n C*)] ’ c - ( - K* n 
C*)* = - cl[( - K*)* + (C*)*] = K - C, where in the last but one equality we 
have made use of the result (K n C)* = cl( K* + C*) (cf. [3, Corollary 1.71). n 
REMARK. Recall that a polyhedral cone is always closed. Further, if C is 
the nonnegative orthant of entrywise nonnegative vectors, and K is poly- 
hedral, then K* + C* is always closed (cf. [3]). Thus our result contains the 
generalization of the Gordan-Stiemke theorem in [6] (their Theorem 4.6). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let C and K be closed cones such that C* + K* is also 
closed. Zf F is an exposed face of C, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) +(K n C) 4 F, 
(2) FD a cp( - K* n C*). 
REMARK. If C is the nonnegative orthant, then since C is polyhedral, 
every face is exposed. In this case (1) and (2) are the conditions in (i) and (ii) 
in the proof of Theorem 4.6 of [6]. 
Proof. That (1) implies (2) is obvious. So assume (2) holds. Then 
$(-K*nC*)DaF DD = F, since F is exposed. By Theorem 2.3(ii), +J( - K* 
n C*) = q( K n C)D, so that $(K n C) u $(K n C)DD a F, and (1) is estab- 
lished. W 
The following corollary clearly contains the Gordan-Stiemke theorem as a 
special case. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let C be a closed cone and W be a linear subspace such 
that C* + W ’ is closed. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) wncccn( -C), 
(2) W L n (C*)” # 0, where ( C*)v is the relative interior of C*. 
Proof Since C n ( - C) is the smallest face of C, condition (1) is clearly 
equivalent to +( W n C) = C n ( - C). On the other hand, condition (2) is 
equivalent to +( W L n C*) = C* = [C n ( - C)] D. The equivalence of (1) and 
(2) now follows from Corollary 2.4, as C n ( - C) is an exposed face of C. n 
In Corollary 2.5 the assumption of closedness of C* + W L may be 
dropped if C is a pointed cone. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let C be a closed pointed cone, and let W be a linear 
subspace. The following are equivalent: 
(1) W n C= {o}, 
(2) WI n intC*#0. 
Proof. Since C is pointed, int C* # 0, so condition (2) makes sense. That 
(2) implies (1) is fairly obvious. So assume that (1) holds. Now condition (2) is 
equivalent to @(W 1 n C*) = C* = {O}D. So by Theorem 2.2(ii), it suffices to 
establish the condition 
-C*n[span(WnC)]’ _CC*+WI, 
or equivalently, - C* c C* + W I, as W n C = {O}. 
Assume that the contrary holds. Then there exists a vector y E C such that 
-yPc*+wI. This amounts to (-y+WL)nC*=O. By a standard 
separation theorem for convex sets, there exists a nonzero vector x and a 
scalar (Y such that (x,C*)>/(Y and (-y+W’,x)ia. [Here (x,S)>(Y 
means (x, s) > (Y for all s E S.] As 0 E C, necessarily (Y d 0. Note that there 
does not exist a vector z E C* such that (x, .z) < 0, for if z is one such vector, 
then (x, fiz) < (Y for /3 sufficiently large. So we may assume (Y = 0. Thus 
x E (C*)* = C. The condition ( - y + W ‘, x) < 0 also readily implies that 
(W, z) = 0, that is, x E W. Hence C n W # (0). We have arrived at a 
contradiction. n 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let C be the convex set in R2 described by the diagram in 
Figure 1. The circular portions are the arcs of the unit circle ~2” + ~3” = 1 
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x3 
FIG. 1. 
determined by the indicated points. The coordinate of the points are pi = 
(JV2&/2), Pz=(J;z,O), P3=~~/2, -a/2), P4 =(dm -boa 
and p, = ( - a/2, a/2). - - 
Note that the line segments p,p, and p,p, are tangent to the circle at p, 
and p, respectively. Let C= { a(1, x2, xs): aa 0 and (x,, X~)E C}. It is 
easily seen that C possesses the following property: for any X, y E C, (r, y) 
> - 1. It follows that C is a selfdual (proper) cone in R3. (This cone C is in 
fact the same as the cone K considered in Example 5.2(l) of [l].) Let W be 
the orthogonal complement of span{(l, a/2, a/2)}. Then W n C = $(l, 
-a/2, -a/2)) and @(W n CID = +((1,&/2,~‘2/2))V $((l,@,O)). On 
the other hand, W 1 n C* = W ’ n C = +((l, a/2, a/2)). Thus $( W n 
C)D f Q( W n C*). This demonstrates that the closedness conditions in Theo- 
rem 2.3 in general cannot be omitted. Note also that whereas W n C = +((l, 
-a/2, 4/2)), W ’ does not even meet the relative interior of 
@((l, -a/2, - fi/2))D. So the natural extension of Corollary 5 of [2] to 
self-dual cones is not true. 
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